52 .	CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
obvious how such pairs of liquids occur as give constant
boiling mixtures of the lowest boiling point: taking, for
instance, water with the members of a homologous organic
series of alcohols, acids, &c. (since the higher members
do not mix with water, but the lowest often do), then the
pairs with low boiling fractions are composed of water
and the limiting member which is miscible with it—allyl
alcohol, propyl alcohol, &c. The phenomenon is most
striking when the two liquids have boiling points near
together, i.e. the lowering of the boiling point for the
constant boiling mixture is greatest. It is clear from the
above that we are not here concerned with a hydrate.
The case of formic acid and water, in which the constant
boiling mixture has the highest boiling point, suggests
chemical action—formation of a hydrate—more. The ex-
pulsion of one of the two bodies till a constant composition
is reached, is in itself suggestive of combination in definite
proportions, especially as a marked rise of boiling point
often does result from undoubted chemical action, as in
the case of H20, S03, and H2S04. Still it was shown, by
Boscoe, that even such constant boiling mixtures are not
real hydrates, since the mixture of, say, HNO;} and H20,
with highest boiling point, alters its composition with change
of pressure. But equilibria in which hydrates do take part
may occur.
Since complete data on the pressures of the mixtures in
such cases of fractional distillation are wanting, a rough
insight into the phenomenon may be obtained by regarding
immiscibility as the limiting case. In that limiting case,
the mixture passes over in the ratio PiMl : P%M<2 (Pt and
P2 the vapour pressures, l/t and Jf2 the molecular weights),
and one of the two liquids remains behind. The further
PlMl: P2M% is removed from unity the more favourable
are the conditions. It follows that if Pl and P2 are known
for different temperatures, an indication is obtained on the
effects of distillation under changed pressure. Further,
some information is obtained as to which are favourable

